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BRIEF
A permanently installed multimedia navigation system that will provide 
state of the art in-car navitainment for years has been in the product 
range of the Swiss company ZENEC, specialist in monitor sat nav 
systems, since summer 2015: the innovative multimedia naviceiver 
Z-N626 for vehicles with a 2 DIN slot. In issue 01/2016, the German 
Car & Hifi  magazine has just put the device through a tough practical 
test, with the impressive conclusion: “price/performance outstand-
ing“ – “navitainment at the highest level“. This qualifi ed the ZENEC 
Z-N626 for the “Best Product“ accolade among top of the range pro-
ducts (up to 800 Euro).
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Z-N626 for vehicles with a 2 DIN slot. In issue 01/2016, the German 
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“With the latest generation of their universal 2 DIN device, the Swiss 
engineers from ZENEC have not only completely updated the software, 
but also added something more to the hardware“, explain the journa-
lists right at the beginning of the test report. Among the new compo-
nents is what Car & Hifi  call “the only multituner system of its kind 
presently on the aftermarket“; this consists of a total of fi ve radio 
receivers.
One of these tuners deals solely with the reception of TMC traffi c 
information. A double tuner is used for the reception of FM/AM and 
DAB+ respectively. One tuner deals with the transmission of the cur-

rent radio program, while the second scans the available broadcasting 
stations in the background. “This sort of convenience is exceptional in 
practice“, is the verdict of the well-respected tech journalists. “The 
tiresome search for frequencies or that favorite station is now done 
away with. This ZENEC multituner system represents a highlight that 
cannot be found elsewhere.“
The Z-N626 also scores with its navigation section. The latest iGo 
primo software, around 10 million kilometers of roads, and 6 million 
Premium Points of Interest in 47 European countries, 3D rendering of 
terrain and buildings, TMC, Auto Zoom, Lane Assist – the Z-N626 con-
vinces the testers not just with its many functions, but also with “clear 
and easy to understand route guidance.“ 
With its Parrot Bluetooth, CD drive, USB port, and Smartlink interface 
– things to do with in-car entertainment and telephony –the Z-N626 
also delighted the tech journalists right down the line. But that‘s not all: 
“ZENEC has also not neglected the audio qualities“, say the testers. 
For sound optimization the Z-N626 has a DSP with parametric 11-band 
EQ, single-channel time correction, and a 3-band EQ. In addition, there 
is a “high quality“ 24-bit D/A converter for playing uncompressed 
FLAC fi les at up to 24 bits/192 kHz.
A further highlight is the “modern, very tidy, application oriented“ user 
interface of ZENEC‘s new navigation system. Instead of a confusing 
fl ood of icons the user sees a few large icons, and the menus can be 
cycled through simply by swipe gestures. “The new user interface 
allows safe and comfortable access to the multiple functions of the 
infotainment control center“, says Car & Hifi : “Thus not only the multi-
tuner system but also the media controls can be operated with extreme 
comfort, and safely while driving.“
“The ZENEC Z-N626 is a big hit“, is the concluding verdict of the expe-
rienced testers. In its price class ZENEC‘s new multimedia navigation 
system Z-N626 consequently is racing ahead, and wins the “Best Pro-
duct“ accolade.

Navitainment at the Highest Level: ZENEC‘s 2 DIN Sat Nav Z-N626
As the best naviceiver in its class, ZENEC‘s new 2 DIN multimedia navigation is awarded the “Best Product“ accolade 
from German Car & Hifi magazine (01/2016).
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